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Abstract
Although the capabilities of electronic musical instruments
have grown exponentially over the past decades, many
performers continue to prefer acoustic instruments,
perceiving them to be more expressive than their electronic
counterparts. We seek to create a new application for
computer music interfaces by augmenting, rather than
replacing, acoustic instruments. Starting with an acoustic
grand piano, an optical keyboard scanner measures the
continuous position of every key while electromagnetic
actuators directly induce the strings to vibration. Unlike the
traditional piano, the performer is given the ability to
continuously modulate the sound of each note, resulting in a
new creative vocabulary. Ongoing work explores the
creation of intelligent mappings from sensed user input to
acoustic control parameters which build on the existing
musical intuition of trained pianists, creating a hybrid
acoustic-electronic instrument that offers new expressive
dimensions for human performers.
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Introduction
Despite the rapid advancement of electronic musical
performance systems, traditional acoustic instruments
remain central to many styles of music. Though computer
synthesis offers unprecedented diversity of sounds and
computer performance interfaces can provide more
dimensions of control than any acoustic instrument,
performers ultimately evaluate musical interfaces by the
difficult-to-quantify notion of ”expressivity.” Hundreds of
years of refinement have produced acoustic instruments
which are extremely adept at transforming a performer’s
intention into sound; replacing them with electronic
interfaces poses a substantial challenge.

We have developed a system which uses computation to
augment, rather than replace, acoustic instruments. We
focus our efforts on the grand piano, a highly refined and
versatile instrument whose present design dates back over
a century. Using felt hammers to strike steel strings, the
piano is capable of both complex polyphony and slow,
sustained lines. In comparison to other instruments,
however, the piano has a surprising limitation: there is no
way to alter the sound of a note after it has been struck.
Moreover, at the onset of each note, the only control
parameter available to the performer is the velocity with
which the hammer strikes the string.

By integrating electronic sensing and actuation into the
piano, we provide new creative tools for the performer to
continuously shape the sound of the instrument. Our
system has two parts: first, optical sensors on the piano
keys generate a continuous data stream reflecting the
performer’s interaction with the keyboard. Second,
electromagnetic actuators directly induce the strings to
vibration, allowing control of their sound independently of
the piano’s hammer mechanism. A computer controls the

mapping from performer input (key position, velocity, and
acceleration) to parameters of actuation (amplitude,
frequency, spectrum).

The following sections describe each component, with a
focus on integrating them into an intuitive, expressive
interface for continuously modulating the sound of the
piano. Lessons learned here are potentially applicable to the
broader question of creating human-computer interfaces
that encourage creative artistic expression.

Previous Work
Over the past decade, interest has been growing in using
computation to augment traditional instruments. Electronic
modification of acoustic sounding mechanisms has been
previously attempted by [3, 5, 6] in applications including a
violin bridge and a xylophone bar. [2] demonstrates active
electromagnetic control of a steel musical instrument string;
related commercial technologies include the EBow and Moog
Guitar. Electromagnetic actuation of acoustic piano is
described in [1, 4]. In contrast to previous efforts which
control a limited number of strings, our work allows
continuous control of the entire range of the piano (up to 88
notes). [9] presents our actuator system design in detail.

Separately, new interfaces have been designed expanding
the keyboard model to include continuous position sensing
[7], horizontal motion and touch sensitivity on the key
surface [10]. However, these interfaces are implemented as
separate controllers rather than being integrated with the
piano keyboard. This distinction is important from a control
standpoint as performers’ interactions with the piano are
influenced by the haptic feedback they receive from the
keyboard, which differs considerably between acoustic piano
and electronic controllers [8].
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Electromagnetic Actuation
Figure 1 shows a picture of the complete system.
Electromagnetic solenoids induce the piano strings to
vibration using ferromagnetic attraction. One electromagnet
is used for each note of the piano, up to 88 notes total (48
in the current prototype). Each actuator is driven with a
dedicated amplifier; signals are generated by computer to
reinforce the natural vibration of each string, based on input
from a pickup on the piano soundboard [9].

Figure 1: Keyboard sensor interface and electromagnetic ac-
tuators for an augmented grand piano.

The actuation system allows several parameters of control
for each note, all of which can be continually varied:

• Amplitude

• Frequency, relative to string fundamental

• Waveform: relative amplitude and phase of multiple
harmonics, plus noise components

• Phase Offset: phase of actuator signal relative to
current string vibration

In combination, these parameters shape each note’s musical
qualities, including pitch, dynamic, articulation and timbre.
By controlling groups and sequences of notes, these
parameters also influence larger-scale musical qualities of
phrasing and voicing. Vocabulary of the augmented piano
includes infinite sustain, notes which grow from silence,
harmonics, and time-varying timbres.

Results show that the electronic system produces tones of
comparable amplitude to the acoustic piano, facilitating
integration of traditional and electronic sounds [9].
Waveforms produced by electromagnetic actuation tend to
be more spectrally pure than those of hammer-actuated
notes, which produce dozens of harmonics; these spectral
differences, combined with a slower attack time on
electromagnetically-actuated notes, give the electronic
sounds a mellow, ethereal tone quality.

While the preceding discussion illustrates the performance
of the actuation system alone, the technology is most
compelling (from both a computational and musical point of
view) when integrated into a performance interface that
gives a human player continuous, intuitive control over the
musical qualities of the instrument.
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Performance Interface
The electromagnetic actuation system was used in concert
November 2009 featuring music composed for the
instrument by Andrew McPherson. In the performance, two
keyboard interfaces were used: the primary piano keyboard,
which was equipped with a MIDI (Musical Instrument Digital
Interface) sensor bar [11], and a second MIDI keyboard
mounted above the piano keys. Electronically-actuated
sounds could be controlled from both keyboards; the
secondary keyboard was intended specifically for situations
where no hammer action was desired. The drawback to this
approach lies in the MIDI protocol, which typically reports
key presses and releases as discrete events. The actuation
system aims to provide pianists with a means of
continuously shaping each note, but to allow compatibility
with MIDI interfaces, time-varying parameters had to be
programmed in advance for the concert.

At the same time, a performance interface based on the
keyboard is preferable: it builds on existing piano technique
without forcing pianists to learn a new set of unrelated
gestures, and it can be integrated into the main piano
keyboard, allowing simultaneous control of traditional and
electronic sounds. We have developed a system which uses
optical sensing to extend the capabilities of the piano
keyboard, based on a modified Moog Piano Bar [11] which
uses pairs of LEDs and photodiodes to measure the position
of each key at a sampling rate of 600Hz for white keys and
1.8kHz for black keys (Figure 2). Though the Piano Bar is
intended as a MIDI controller, we isolate the analog
photodiode signals within the keyboard scanner and route
them to a dedicated analog-to-digital converter. The input
data stream consists of 88 channels of continuous position
data updated every 0.55ms.

Figure 2: Optical sensing of piano key position.

Not only does this interface allow the performer to
continuously provide gestural input, it serves as a platform
to better understand traditional pianistic expression. Figure
3 shows a short musical excerpt captured using continuous
key position sensing compared with a simulation of the same
excerpt in standard MIDI data. Though ultimately, only the
velocity with which the hammer strikes the string affects the
sound of each note, these data suggest that pianists
transmit additional information to the keyboard which can
be used to deduce their expressive intent, including:

• Force on a key after note onset, which results in a
slight compression of the felt pad underneath the key.
Varying force after onset can be seen clearly in the
long note (F) of each repetition.

• Continuous velocity and acceleration during onset and
release: multiple samples taken during the short
duration of a key press can indicate the specific force
profile the performer exerts on the key. Similarly, the
speed of release indicates the degree of the
performer’s continued contact with the keyboard.
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Figure 3: Continuous position data versus MIDI data (simu-
lated) for a musical phrase. In the MIDI plot, onset events
are depicted as positive impulses proportional to their veloc-
ity; the velocity of key release is not recorded.

• Overlap between notes in a phrase. This can be
roughly captured with MIDI data, but continuous
sensing provides a clearer measurement.

• Partial key-press gestures which do not create a
sound. Though in traditional piano technique such
motions are often inadvertent, they can be harnessed
as a further control device in an electronically-
augmented instrument.

Ongoing Work: Intelligent Mapping
Acoustic instruments unify sensing and actuation in their
mechanical design. On the piano, a series of levers between
key and hammer determines both the sound production of
the instrument and its feel to the performer. Recreating the
intuitive link between sensing and sound production is
critical to building expressive electronic instruments.

In an ideal situation, a performer playing on an
electronically-augmented piano would not be aware of the
role of the computer in the loop: gestures made at the
keyboard would map intuitively and with minimal latency to
musical qualities of the piano sound. Nonetheless, realizing
this goal is an important challenge in human-computer
interaction. On the input side, measurements of pianists’
performance actions must be analyzed to extract
correlations between key motion and expressive intent. On
the output side, correlations must be identified between
acoustic parameters of string actuation (amplitude,
frequency, waveform) and musical qualities (dynamics,
phrasing, timbre). Finally, the computer must produce a
mapping between input and output which recreates the
natural couplings found in acoustic instruments.

Mapping from performance interface to actuators requires
more sophistication than simple one-to-one relationships
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(e.g. position to amplitude, velocity to frequency, etc.). We
plan to conduct a study of pianistic expression in which
skilled pianists play on an instrument equipped with
continuous key position sensors. The study will include
existing piano repertoire as well as short excerpts focusing
on particular emotional/expressive cues (e.g. delicate,
heavy, mournful, etc.). From this data, correlations
between expressive intention and key motion will be
extracted. Eventually, machine learning techniques will be
used to develop mappings which act as an intuitive
extension of existing piano technique, creating an
augmented piano accessible to any trained pianist. The
quality of each potential mapping will be evaluated by
soliciting feedback from pianists who will play both notated
and improvised passages on the augmented instrument.

Impacts
This work has important benefits for both musical and
technical fields. For performers and composers, the
instrument will be a new creative tool providing a greatly
expanded musical vocabulary while preserving the rich
sound and expressive nuance on the acoustic grand piano.

As a study in human-computer interaction, this work will
begin to answer important questions related to creative
artistic expression. The ideal computer music interface will
be intuitive to the performer, drawing on years of training.
Though any musician’s technique is in part specific to a
particular instrument, musicians share a common
vocabulary of qualitative, expressive descriptors that are
not easily quantified. How can these qualities be understood
by computers? How can they be mapped to quantitative
acoustic features? The planned piano performance studies,
plus qualitative feedback from performers, will suggest
correlations between expressive intent and physical gesture
with broad application to computer music interfaces.
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